The title is a quote from my " Yang's Pyramid" published 
Introduction
On this happy occasion of celebrating the 85th birthday of Professor Yang, I would like to wish him, and us, many, many more. a
The title is a quote from my "Yang's Pyramid" -published in the festschrift celebrating Professor Yang's 70th birthday, Chen Ning Yang, a Great Physicist of the Twentieth Century , 47-48. Many recent new developments continue to con…rm this observation. Also, happily I found that Professor Yang likes it.
Among all that has been written about Professor Yang's accomplishments, this quote from my two-page essay was the one used by Professor John Toll, the then President of Washington College, on the occasion of Professor Yang being honored with the Honorary Degree in Science, see 
years since we had seen each other." We all laughed and agreed that we would be lost without the get-togethers for Professor Yang's birthday celebrations.
It is my extraordinary good luck and privilege to know and to be men-tored by a great physicist like Professor Yang. During 1969 During -1986 I was fortunate to be close to his institute, now the C.N. Yang Institute of Theoretical Physics, SUNY Stony Brook. I learned a lot from him through osmosis around his institute and from direct contacts. He was friendly and generous with discussions. I have three copies of his Selected Papers, 1945 Papers, -1980 Commentary , one at my office and two at home -one of which is the original hardbound copy with his handwritten comments, Fig. 2 . These comments reveal more about his friendliness than the worth of my "valuable advice and criticism". (1967 -1969 ) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (1969 -1986 
Reasons for "Almost Every Problem He Touched Eventually Turned Into Gold"
Based upon what I know about his papers and him as a person, I would give two main reasons for why "Almost Every Problem He Touched Eventually Turned Into Gold": one, insightful choice of problems to work on; two, thoroughness in the investigation and getting to the primordial sources. c The former comes from in-depth understanding of physics and keeping alert about current experiments. The latter requires dedication and perseverance. Both involve being gifted and making best use of it. Some of his papers were recognized quickly. Some were ahead of their times; however, they will eventually shine when their relations to experiments are made. I will illustrate these qualities of his papers next.
Examples of Yang's Papers that Continue to Shine or Have Newly

Turned into Gold
Here I list examples of Yang's papers in the three major …elds of the physical sciences. Any one of these papers could be a proud accomplishment of a whole career.
Particle physics
Yang-Mills 1954, Phys. Rev. 96, [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] Responding to the so called θ-τ puzzle from weak decay experiments, the paper questioned the validity of the parity symmetry (a global symmetry), P, and stimulated experimenters to look into it. Within a year of its publication, experiments confirmed the violation of P. In about fourteen months after the publication of their paper, Lee and Yang were awarded the Nobel Prize. This paper is among the top few that has had the shortest time between the publication and the award of a Nobel Prize to its authors. Currently this paper has about 259 formal citations, averaging about 6/year and staying about a few per year. There are many citations of Wu-Yang phase convention without formally citing the paper. Eventually global symmetries of P, CP, and T have all been established to be violated in weak interactions. However, these violations observed in the laboratories are found not sufficient to explain the lack of anti-matter in the Universe. Whatever the future resolution will be, the generic analysis made in these papers by Yang and coworkers will be relevant.
f My recent paper, L.-L. Chau, "Phase Direct CP Violations and General Mixing Matrices", Phys. Lett. B 651 (2007) 
Astrophysics/cosmology
Yang did not have any paper directly in this field. However, because astrophysics/cosmology uses particle physics and many-body physics together with Einstein's general relativity, it is impacted by Yang's papers.
Outlook
The 20th Century had seen fantastic progress in the physical sciences: establishment of quantum phenomena and description; rational understanding of many-body physics and observations of many striking phenomena; development of the Standard Model of electroweak and strong interactions and its experimental confirmation; profound advancement of our understanding of spacetime and the observation of the expansion of the Universe and the imprint of the Universe at around 300,000 years after the Big Bang which occurred about 14 billion years ago; etc.
The 21st Century began with continued confirmations of the striking observation made toward the end of the 20th century: the matter that the stars and you and I are made of constitutes only about 5% of the mass/energy of the Universe, while dark matter takes up 20% and dark energy takes up 75% and is responsible for the acceleration of the expanding Universe! We are facing many exciting challenges.
What is quantum gravity? How do particles get their masses?
How does the lack of anti-matter in the universe come about?
What is the microscopic description for high Tc superconductivity? What is dark matter? What is dark energy?
Whatever the future developments will be, Yang's papers will continue to be relevant and contributing because they have brought about discoveries of the foundations in physics.
Nature, in Her precise language of mathematics, constructs interactions according to symmetry. However, symmetry does not dictate interaction uniquely. Interestingly, Nature always chooses the simplest possibility allowed by symmetry, e.g., the actions for electroweak, strong, and gravity are the simplest possible ones; the groups established in the Standard Model are the simplest Lie groups, U(1)
SU(2)SU(3)
. Nature uses symmetry breaking to make our world and the Universe more interesting:
e.g., the violation of the global symmetries of P, CP, T in weak interactions; the violations of local gauge symmetries in the phenomena of superfluidity/superconductivity and in the mass generations in the Standard Model. I would like to show my favorite artist's painting which I consider to have wonderfully captured Nature's use of symmetry and symmetry breaking to make our world beautiful and interesting, Fig. 3 . We eagerly want to find out more about how exactly Nature does all these. I like to hold the philosophical view that all are out there in Nature: mathematics, music, etc., as well as whatever the human brain can come up with. I concocted a picture for this point of view, Fig. 4 . This point of view resonates with what Michelangelo had said about his marble sculpturing (which I am paraphrasing), "The figures are already in the marble, all I have to do is to chip away the unnecessary." Let us follow the role models of Einstein and Yang, be all each of us can be, chip it away and find out more of Nature's beautiful simplicities, primordial sources, and subtleties. 
Gauge Invariance and Interaction
I. The gauge invariance in electromagnetic theory serves for two purposes:
(i) Give rise to the de…nition of a charge and current density,
(ii) Fix the interaction between an arbitrary …eld and the photon field by the requirement of the gauge invariance.
By the second purpose, e.g. a real field cannot interact with the photon. (But notice that a complex field that does not undergo a change under a gauge transformation will not interact with the photon either, e. g. the neutron field belongs to this class.) II. We can easily formulate a theory for meson gauge transformations by requiring that and get a "meson charge and current" density, where α is a constant, (ε k = meson charge number of the particle U k ). For charged mesons, the theory perhaps works too, with α= an operator not commutable with τ 3 (isotopic spin).
III. Notice that for photon field, ε k = 0 or 1 because all particles are either uncharged or have charge e in photon …eld. But for meson field IV. The gauge transformation described in II will not lead to any fixation of the interaction because the field part of the L and the particle part are respectively invariant under the transformation, while in the e. m. case they both vary.
This constitutes perhaps a fundamental di¤erence between a field with K = 0 & with K ≠ 0.
Masses of Particles
V. The present theory cannot give a satisfactory account of the masses of the different particles because of in…nite difficulties and incompleteness of the theory, e.g. we cannot expect to be able to derive the mass ratio of the proton and the electron, of the proton to the neutron in the present theory.
In a completely satisfactory theory there should be only three universal constants: , c, G (gravitational constant) which in natural units are all 1.
The mass or Compton wave lengths of the particles can be derived.
We see that a theory of such kind is necessarily a merge-together of the Q. theory & general relativity (in which the masses of the particles are defined). During seventeen years (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) ) of working at Brookhaven National Laboratory and living at Setauket, which is closer to Yang's institute in the State University of New York at Stony Brook than the Lab, I beneted tremendously from Professor Yang and from his institute (which was designated to be "C. (1967) (1968) (1969) . We started to chat. He asked what I was going to talk about. After hearing the titles of my two scheduled talks, he asked me in his usual overtly polite manner, "Why can't electromagnetism be completely described by the fields? Why do we need to use the gauge potentials?" The answer to his question seemed to me obvious because of what I had learned from the discussions at Yang's institute.
However, before I gave the answer to Wigner, my mind quickly turned up the story told by Professor Sam B. Treiman at one of the parties at his home in Princeton. Wigner was famous for going around to ask professors at Princeton his questions in his famous superpolite manner. However, people learned that it was dangerous to answer Wigner's questions. Often, one could easily make a fool of oneself, "Let me recall that when I learned about the description of the electromagnetic field by a gauge quantity, the electromagnetic potential, I did not like it. The gauge-like quantities cannot be measured and have, therefore, no 'reality.' Thus, for instance, one can add an arbitrary gradient to the electromagnetic potential without changing any of its effects. This shows that at least in classical theory, it cannot be an observable quantity and this remains true in quantum theory. Since I had an aversion to gauge theories, it was good that Dr. Chau reminded me of the article of Aharonov and Bohm which showed the usefulness of the gauge concept. It showed that if the electromagnetic field is described by a gauge-field, its effect on the charged particle traveling through it is local -if it is described by the electromagnetic field, electric and magnetic, no local description is possible. The interference of two electron beams which originated from a single beam is not uniquely given by the electric and magnetic fields through which they travel -the fields between the two beams also have an effect. However, if the field is described by the electromagnetic potential, the description is local -the potential difference between two points contains implicitly the electromagnetic field between those two points. the gauge potentials, they are the non-integrable phase factors, which manifest the Aharonov-Bohm effect in electromagnetism.
In the late 1970's, through seminars and talks, I learned from Yang's institute about the Aharonov-Bohm effect and its importance. It became so obvious to me that I could answer Wigner's question. However, not only did I not learn about the effect in my student days, most graduate students even now do not learn it. Most quantum mechanics and electromagnetism textbooks do not mention the effect. I have taken what I learned from Yang and Yang's institute by heart and have always taught it when I teach quantum mechanics and mathematical physics. (I have yet to teach a course on electromagnetism. When I do, I will teach it too.) It is so easy and beautiful for students to understand, and it is so important as Yang has argued and advocated.
As it is well known, the importance of these phase factors was also independently noticed by K.G. I have many other things to thank Professor Yang for. They will require some length to write. I think I will save them for the celebrations of his 90th, 100th, …, birthdays. 
